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Before we begin, a word of definition. Merriam-Webster’s dictionary defines a eunuch as: “a
man or boy deprived of the testes or external genitals.” Effectively, a eunuch is a castrated
man or boy, which has been done throughout history for various reasons which were often
either for the sake of political purposes or as an expedient to safeguard the powerful from their
servants. I wanted to place that definition here at the beginning in case you haven’t used that
word recently.

Let us pray…

It happened on the corner of South Street Extension and Podunk Road yesterday morning. My
dog and I were setting out for a long walk before the heat of the day. As we walked down the
driveway, a bicyclist rode down the road. As we approached the intersection, the cyclist was
sitting on her bike facing us while drinking from her water bottle in the shade. As I approached
the corner, a strange thing happened.

The cyclist and I started talking about my dog’s harness. Hours later, as I prepared the final
draft of my sermon, I still can’t tell you how the conversation began although it was likely a
statement about how my goofy dog is friendly. While I do not know for certain how, what I do
know is that she started a conversation during the narrow window after choosing to walk and
before I hit my stride while walking. I tend to get lost in my thoughts as I walk and become
somewhat oblivious, but somehow this stranger managed to do the miraculous and start a
conversation with me, a normally-oblivious man with a dog who spends most of the time he
walks thinking about taking pictures of flowers, about what his kids are doing, and what I am
going to say in my sermon.

I seriously don’t recall how we ended up talking about the harness on my dog or how some
models of dog harnesses have two points where you can connect a leash. I learned the
woman had a dog, was enjoying the weather, and she was friendly enough that I hope we talk
again one day. I could use someone to talk with besides my dog some days, although my dog
always knows how to emphasize with my sad stories. She has this way of looking me in the
eye and commiserating that my situation is “ruff.”

It took me a couple of hours in the sun, a cool shower, and a sandwich before I realized
something strange. We never introduced ourselves. I have no idea who the strange cyclist was
on the side of Podunk road. As I realized that fact, it struck me like a lightning bolt when I
realized something else. I spent the whole week reading about two disciples walking down the
road in the middle of nowhere who came across a stranger who wanted to talk. I also spent the



whole week thinking about a eunuch riding down the road when he came across a strange
man named Philip who would share the good news with him.

A eunuch met a man bearing good news, two disciples came across Christ in disguise, and
after spending a week with those texts, I came across a cyclist who shared a warm smile,
talked with kindness, and might have even changed the course of my day. In hindsight, I even
remember watching that truck drive by as we stood by the intersection. I hadn’t noticed that
truck, but thankfully the cyclist caused me to stop for a moment.

Could that cyclist have been there for a reason? Dare I ask if Jesus might have a dog with a
walking harness? What would have happened if I had been so focused on getting from here to
there that I had just waved as usual and walked on by? What if I hadn’t remembered to look
over my shoulder before stepping into the street? Hebrews 13:2 in the Common English Bible
states: “Don’t neglect to open up your homes to guests, because by doing this some have been
hosts to angels without knowing it.” Is it that big a stretch to think that God might have had a
hand in that moment on the side of the road?

Allow me to drag us back into the sermon as prepared before the intervention of a cyclist by
stating something that may seem very obvious about the passages which we have read this
morning. Whether we are reading about two disciples walking down a road, considering the
viewpoint of an African eunuch trying to understand the faith of a culture that was not really all
that welcoming to eunuchs or people from outside the Tribe of Abraham, or even looking at the
story of a preacher walking down the road with a willingness, all of the people in this story are
engaged in a truth as old and simple as faith itself. What is that truth? God shows up in strange
places. God often shows up in the guise of strangers.

Long before the passages that we read today were recorded by the early church, a wandering
Aramean heard a call from God. On a hillside, years after leaving his homeland with his wife
and nephew, in the middle of the day three strangers came near to the tent where he and his
wife were going about life together. The ancient story found in Genesis 18 tells us that Sarah
and Abraham entertained angels on that day.

By stopping to extend hospitality with the three strangers in the heat of the day, Abraham and
Sarah did more than receive the news that Sarah was to have a child. Abraham spoke, shared,
and conversed with the angels about what was going to happen in the cities below the Oaks of
Mamre known as Sodom and Gomorrah. By spending time with the stranger Abraham did more
than receive. Abraham advocated with God for a world where there was less destruction and
more mercy. Although the fate of the two cities remained the same, Abraham and God speak
of mercy and kindness. It is a shift after a Biblical history which included moments like the
flood of Noah.



It is apparently an old truth that amazing things can happen if you have your eyes and ears
open in the heat of the day. I imagine the Samaritan woman in John 4 who went to draw water
in the heat of the day was equally as amazed at what happens when we slow down enough to
pay attention to the world around us. She went to the well as an outcast from her own people.
She became an evangelist for Christ. She met a stranger at the well and Christ offered her
something far more valuable than gold. Christ offered her living water.

Of course, God shows up at other moments. The God we serve has never been tied to day or
night like other gods throughout history.The  Egyptians might have gods of the moon and sun,
the Norse might have gods of lightning, tricks, and death, but the God of the Hebrews has
always been a little more inclusive. Just like Abraham in Genesis 15, Jacob who would become
known as Israel, met with a mysterious figure in the darkness of night which our scripture
connects with God. Scared of his brother Esau, Jacob finds himself wrestling with God and
walking away with a limp and a way forward in peace. By the heat of day and in the depths of
night, God speaks into the world of the scriptures, which is important as the figures in the
scriptures often faced situations that could not wait until what we would call “business hours.”

Consider the story of Elijah in 1 Kings 19. Elijah was a prophet who upset the royalty of Israel.
Elijah fled the northern kingdom of Israel and found himself in Judah where he underwent a
very profoundly difficult time. If you’re not familiar with the story out of hand, Queen Jezebel,
who was not a believer in the God of Abraham, promised to kill Elijah. To go to the source, 1
Kings 19:3-5 tells us:

“Elijah was terrified. He got up and ran for his life. He arrived at Beer-sheba in Judah and
left his assistant there. He himself went farther on into the desert a day’s journey. He
finally sat down under a solitary broom bush. He longed for his own death: ‘It’s more
than enough, Lord! Take my life because I’m no better than my ancestors.’ He lay down
and slept under the solitary broom bush.”

Elijah is broken with sorrow, wishing for death, and falls asleep under a bush in the middle of
the desert, which reads to me to be a lot like committing suicide through the environment. I
doubt that he had spent time thinking about what would happen next. Even if he had, I imagine
he was as surprised as us when the text tells us what happens next. Elijah is woken up by a
messenger who taps him until he gets up. When he wakes up to this strange tapping he finds
water and flatbread cooking on coals. After he eats, he falls asleep again. He wakes up a
second time to the strange messenger who wakes him, prepares him for his journey, and
sends him off to a cave where Elijah will encounter the God of Abraham who can both provide
and speak to the most frightened of souls. The story is pretty clear that the strange messenger
is there to help Elijah in the darkest of moments. Such loving care from God would likely be
understood by many people who asked a strange rabbi named Jesus for healing after illness,
for freedom from what they called demonic spirits, or even life after a loved one like a child or
beloved brother died.



Throughout the stories of the Hebrews and the stories of the early Christians, God was
notorious for showing up when not expected. I will not continue to list examples, but an
interesting suggestion could be made for sharing with your neighbor your favorite scriptural
story of God’s unexpected way of showing up over coffee after church, while walking around
town with friends, or, if you are so fortunate, over dinner tonight with your family or a friend.
There are many stories and it can be wonderful both for you and others to share what story
sticks out in your mind.

Regardless of whether or not you take me up on that suggestion, I invite you to think for just a
moment about how many stories occur in our scriptures about God showing up in everyday
moments. Now that you are thinking in this way, allow me to draw us back into the unexpected
opening of the sermon today.

Is it really that strange to think that God might just show up if you keep your eyes open? It is
true that, as far as I know, holy messengers never showed up on a bicycle in the scriptures,
but is it really so strange to think that God might work through someone we do not expect
today?

Philip was one of the early church leaders that were effectively pushed out of Jerusalem. He
was sent on his way at noon where he met someone who needed a good word of hope and
inclusion. As a eunuch, the man Philip meant to was doomed to be left outside of a faithful life.
Deuteronomy 23:1 states that “No man whose testicles are crushed or whose penis is cut off
can belong to the Lord’s assembly.”

While Isaiah 56 does share a good word that states that God will set up a monument to the
faithful eunuchs who lived through a time when foreign powers were oppressing God’s
children, most of us are aware that words of exclusion are often held tightly. We are all aware
of how religious rules can be held really tightly by certain types of religious leaders, even in the
church. The eunuch is clear in the text that he wants to understand what he is reading. In their
meeting, Philip is given the chance to share the faith he felt called to share. In their meeting,
an excluded eunuch who would never be welcome in God’s assembly was welcomed into the
family of God with joy and grace.

Is it really so strange to believe that God can work such good things into the life of these two
figures in our scripture? If God works in such ways in our scriptures, is it that strange to believe
that God might work in such ways in our lives?

This is the last week of resurrection stories, and I wanted to share this final story of the journey
on the road to Emmaus on a non-communion Sunday for a reason. In this story, Jesus is
revealed in the breaking of the bread. As he gives thanks and breaks the bread, the disciples
suddenly realize who it is who is in front of them, but the blessing doesn’t begin there.



The blessing begins as the two disciples are walking down the road. They enter into
conversation with a strange person who seemingly doesn’t even know what has happened. He
listens to their story about Christ, hears what they have to say, and suddenly he is encouraging
them with scripture and story. They later refer to their hearts as strangely burning within them.
They say “Weren’t our hearts strangely burning within us?”

Such moments where God broke into normal life and shared life-changing hope are not found
in the scriptures alone. On May 24, 17381, a man was reading with a group of others a book by
a strange monk known as Martin Luther. He was reading the preface to Romans and wrote
down what happened in his journal. I’ll let him explain what happened:

“In the evening I went very unwillingly to a society in Aldersgate-Street, where one was
reading Luther’s preface to the Epistle to the Romans. About a quarter before nine,
while he was describing the change which God works in the heart through faith in
Christ, I felt my heart strangely warmed. I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone for my
salvation: And an assurance was given me, that he had taken away my sins, even mine,
and saved me from the law of sin and death.”

Yes, it is true. 103,726 days ago, God worked in the life of a strange man named John Wesley
who had spent decades trying to understand God and God’s role in his life. He went to a
meeting of the faithful at Aldersgate against his own desires while carrying what appears to be
a rotten mood. John Wesley’s journal entry does not say that everything was immediately
perfect, but in this moment God worked through the people at the meeting in Aldersgate to
bring about a life altering, soul-changing experience in the middle of an ordinary day.

Where would we be if John Wesley had just decided to go to bed rather than continue on with
his day? Where would we be if Philip had decided that he didn’t want to go down that road at
noon? Where would we be if the Ethiopian Eunuch had not carried the gospel with him into
Africa? Did you know that Augustine of Hippo, the famous theologian who helped to set the
very foundation of the Western Church, lived in Africa among a people who hold to the tradition
that this Eunuch was the very apostle who brought the faith to them in the first place? Where
would we be if the disciples on the road to Emmaus hadn’t talked with the man walking down
the road? Where would we be if so many people had not taken the time to slow down, whether
they were on a road, in the desert, by a well, under a set of trees, or sitting in a church meeting
after years of trying to be faithful despite setback after setback?

Friends, so often throughout the years, the faithful have found God while in the middle of
normal lives. At other times, God has been revealed through ordinary means during

1 By complete and utter coincidence, Methodist tradition is to celebrate Aldersgate Sunday on the Sunday closest
to May 24, which is the Sunday upon which this sermon was first preached. It is only while looking up the exact
date of these events that I, Pastor Rob, remembered that this Sunday is Aldersgate Sunday. This is, to me, all the
more evidence that God continues to bring serendipitous moments into ordinary life,



extraordinary moments. At still other times, God has not even been noticed as things
happened one way or another.

So, let me ask you this: what about that cyclist? Maybe she was just a fit and friendly person
drinking water on the side of the road, but do you know that for sure? What about the person
you may meet this week as you go about your life? Will you be so busy going from point A to
point B that you miss the stranger in front of you? Again, Hebrews 13:2 puts it pretty well:
“Don’t neglect to open up your homes to guests, because by doing this some have been hosts
to angels without knowing it.” The same could be said about greeting people on the road,
making room for the stranger at the coffee shop, or even waving to that really weird guy who
keeps walking his dog past your house. You never know who is out there if you open your eyes
to see and open your spirit to believe.

Let us pray:


